
Chapter 1571:  

Qi Gong Caster 

 

 

“It doesn’t matter if I can or not. If you don’t believe me, just pretend I’m not. But just tell me who told 

you these things.” Gu Qingcheng knew Han Sen, and she knew it couldn’t have been Han Sen who saw 

those events. Someone must have told him. So, Gu Qingcheng had no reason to be suspicious about 

what he had told her. 

“I’m not sure. I met someone, but I don’t know anything about him. I never saw him again, after that.” 

Han Sen didn’t know who the person was, so he couldn’t tell her. 

Gu Qingcheng frowned and looked at Han Sen. She didn’t believe what he said. After all, why would 

some random stranger tell him such stories? 

Han Sen kept talking about things that didn’t matter, now wanting to slip away. He had at least 

confirmed that Gu Qingcheng was the elusive Number 4. 

 

But if Gu Qingcheng was a human that had been in the sanctuaries in ancient times, like she had just 

told him, how did she enter? And how was she still alive after all that time had passed? 

Something else confused Han Sen, too. If Number 4 was a number the observer had just written down, 

did that mean the other numbers were humans, too? 

If they were humans, how were the numbers decided? If the numbers were given by order of entry into 

the sanctuaries, then that meant three had already come before her. 

Of course, this was all just guesswork. The numbers might not have even represented humans. 

 

“You can leave, but you need to explain things to me first.” Gu Qingcheng raced to the door and blocked 

the exit, prohibiting Han Sen from leaving. 

 

Han Sen looked at Gu Qingcheng. He thought what she said was fairly believable. When he first met her, 

he thought she was strange. He never thought she fit into this world, anyway. The name Gu Qingcheng 

itself was something rather old fashioned. It wasn’t a modern human name, at all. 

And some of her behavior flat-out made Han Sen feel strange. She was both mysterious and hauntingly 

beautiful, and that in itself was odd. Her being different might have been something to expect, then. 

Now that he thought about it, Gu Qingcheng didn’t look like a modern human, either. 

“I can tell you what you want to know, but first, I need you to tell me who you are,” Han Sen said 

quietly. 



“I told you already. You’re the one who chose not to believe me,” Gu Qingcheng said. 

“Even if I did believe you are an ancient human, you should have a historical identity. Back then, humans 

were separated by countries. Which country did you hail from? What did you do before?” What Han Sen 

wanted to know the most was how she had managed to enter the sanctuary. 

He was afraid that by asking her directly, he wouldn’t receive an answer. First, he had to test the waters. 

 

Gu Qingcheng looked at Han Sen with strange doubt, but answered, “I am from the Chu State. I am a Qi 

Gong Caster.” 

“Qi Gong Caster? Which faction did you belong to?” Han Sen asked politely. 

“That’s none of your business,” Gu Qingcheng answered. 

“How did you get into the sanctuary?” Han Sen asked. 

“If I answer this question, you will have to tell me who told you all that stuff.” Gu Qingcheng looked right 

at Han Sen when she said this. 

“Okay, it’s a deal,” Han Sen agreed. 

With no hesitation, Gu Qingcheng said, “I am from Chu State, but I practiced at sea. Once, when I 

returned to land in my boat, a weird vortex appeared. I fell into it, and when I came to, I was in the 

sanctuary.” 

“Which planet was the vortex on? And where?” Han Sen asked. 

“That’s pointless information. I left the sanctuary many times to search for the vortex, but I learned 

nothing. I have even used powerful submarines to search underwater. All I’ve found are ordinary seas 

and nothing else special,” Gu Qingcheng said. 

Han Sen nodded. “According to what you have said, if you are from Chu State, it has been tens of 

thousands of years. How have you managed to live so long?” 

“I told you. I have answered your original question, and now it is your turn to answer mine. Answer my 

question; who told you this stuff?” Gu Qingcheng said. 

Han Sen pulled out a book and showed it to her. It wasn’t the diary he found in the control room, 

though. It was a copy he had made. The Number 4 sections were there, while he had left the original at 

home. 

This was why Han Sen did not go see her immediately. 

Gu Qingcheng took the book and opened it with confusion. After seeing it, her face changed. She flipped 

through the book really quickly and soon looked ill. 

“Who is this person?” Gu Qingcheng closed the book and stared at Han Sen. She looked very angry, and 

goosebumps ran up and down her skin after having read all the complaints. 



From what she asked, it looked as if something she never thought would be known had now been 

exposed for all to see. She felt naked. 

“I don’t know the writer, but I copied it from a book I found in God’s Ruin.” Han Sen went on to tell her 

what happened. 

Gu Qingcheng wasn’t too convinced with the tale, though. She stared at him for a good long while. She 

wanted to find the truth from his face, but she was disappointed. 

“If what you’re saying is true, there must be more numbers. There has to be another three, at least,” Gu 

Qingcheng said thoughtfully. 

“Yes, but there isn’t much about them. Just two sentences. You were the focus of the record.” Han Sen 

smiled. 

“Let me see the other parts.” Gu Qingcheng reached out her hand. 

“Okay, but you need to tell me how you’ve managed to live all this time.” Han Sen blinked. 

Gu Qingcheng did not hesitate, and it looked as if she had just thought of something. She had to confirm 

her thoughts and said, “I had been here for a dozen years when I explored God’s Ruin. I entered a 

strange place and got trapped there. It felt like a short time, maybe a few months. But when I came out, 

the teleporters in the shelters that were previously not available for use, now were functional. I used 

one of them to leave the sanctuary, and then I learned that tens of thousands of years had passed.” 

Saying this, Gu Qingcheng then thought of something quite upsetting. She looked darkly at Han Sen and 

said, “Not long after I returned to the Alliance, I met your liar. I met your great-grandfather.” 

Han Sen could imagine what would happen if a person displaced from the ancient past met a liar. 

“The place you went to; were there many crystal machines?” Han Sen asked. 

 

 

Chapter 1572: Co-operative Partner 

 

 

Gu Qingcheng nodded. “You are right. The rooms you and I went to were similar. There were some 

differences, however. I guess those must have been crystallizer items, but I didn’t know that at the time. 

And when I actually returned from there, I was unable to find the entrance I had originally used.” 

Han Sen thought the sanctuaries definitely had some association with the crystallizers now. When he 

entered the Main Control Room, he himself had been taken ten years into the future. He had no reason 

to doubt what she was telling him. 

But Han Sen still believed that something was amiss. He looked at Gu Qingcheng and said, “I remember 

something; weren’t you a member of the seventh team? You were with Han Jinzhi in the beginning, and 



it’s a well-known fact that humans were unable to enter the sanctuaries at that point. The teleporters 

were just for testing. Did you get out through one of those devices?” 

Gu Qingcheng shook her head. “Teleporters aren’t the only way for one to leave the sanctuaries. When I 

teleported away, I found myself standing at an altar situated in some old construct on a human-

inhabited planet. It was my exit point, but there was no way for me to re-enter from there. When I 

eventually returned to the sanctuaries, I made use of human-built teleporters to go to and fro.” 

 

Han Sen asked, “When you entered the sanctuary with Han Jinzhi, what did you see?” 

“I have answered enough for now. Now it’s your turn. Give me the rest of the book.” Gu Qingcheng 

simply put out her hands. 

“Answer my last question: what happened there?” Han Sen insisted on an answer for this. 

“I don’t know what happened. We met a being called God. He said he could fulfill our grandest wishes, 

but we would only receive one each. Han Jinzhi told me not to make a wish, so I left with Ning. Ning did 

not make a wish, either. After that, I’m unsure what happened,” Gu Qingcheng said. 

 

“Were you a demi-god by that point already? Did you think that was God himself, or was it just some 

strong, almighty creature?” Han Sen asked. 

 

“I don’t know. I guess that place was the elusive Fifth Sanctuary, though. The God we met might have 

just been a god class creature,” Gu Qingcheng said, and then put her hands out again. She said, “I’ve 

answered everything you’ve wanted to hear. Now, give me what I’m owed.” 

“I left the original version at home. I’ll have to go and get it.” There was nothing more Han Sen could 

ask, so he complied and went to retrieve the diary for her. 

She could read ancient texts better than Han Sen, so she moved through the contents of the diary at a 

much faster pace. 

“Strange. That’s very strange.” Gu Qingcheng was talking to herself as she perused the contents of the 

book. 

“What is strange?” Han Sen quickly asked. 

“The creatures mentioned are from the Fourth God’s Sanctuary. I saw some after I became a demi-god, 

but when humans from the Alliance entered, they all disappeared. These people who are numbered, 

they sound like individuals that might be easy to find. I don’t think they are the same sort of humans 

you’d find in the Alliance,” Gu Qingcheng said. 

“Maybe they’re like you. Perhaps they were people who could enter before all humans naturally could,” 

Han Sen suggested. 

 



“Judging from the numerical values, it seems as if there might be a few thousand such people. I have 

never met them during my time in the sanctuaries, however,” Gu Qingcheng said. 

“The sanctuaries are big places. A few thousand scattered across such vast worlds? I’d say it’s not too 

out of the ordinary that you haven’t encountered any,” Han sen said. 

Gu Qingcheng shook her head and said, “Impossible. Some people mentioned in here are said to have 

killed famous demi-god super creatures. There’s no way I wouldn’t have heard about any of these feats 

being accomplished.” 

“Hmm, that is weird. Maybe the numbers aren’t all humans, then?” Han Sen pointed at the last part and 

asked. “Can you explain the last part? It sounds as if you hadn’t been seen in a while. Where did you go 

off to?” 

“Is it because I entered that strange place, and they could not see me?” Gu Qingcheng said, after some 

thought. 

“That is possible. But that also means these observations began recently. Those numbered humans are 

old humans, though, not modern humans,” Han Sen said, after also taking a moment to think. 

“It looks like the crystallizers have quite the connection to the sanctuaries, but history says they were 

destroyed a long time ago. There are many tidbits to string together and figure out here.” Gu Qingcheng 

gave the dairy back to Han Sen and then went on to say, “If you want to get to the bottom of all this, we 

can co-operate. If you make any more discoveries, how about you share what you know with me? We 

can investigate this together. What do you think?” 

“I can agree to that, yes.” Han Sen then asked, “What is up with Elysian Moon, by the way? Why do you 

both look identical? She is a spirit.” 

“That is one item of discussion that is none of your business.” Gu Qingcheng’s temperament went cold. 

“We are co-operating, aren’t we? It’s best that partners get to know each other a bit better.” Han Sen 

smiled. 

“This is off-limits to our co-operation.” Gu Qingcheng then swiftly pushed Han Sen out of her room and 

slammed the door. 

Han Sen touched his nose and left. He wasn’t put off—he’d just ask again next time. 

“It’s time to show off my skills.” Han Sen went to the geno core storage. He wanted to get all his geno 

cores to first place before proceeding to gold class. 

Han Sen’s genes had leveled up very quickly, but his geno cores hadn’t been given the opportunity to 

catch up. He wanted to spend some time upgrading his geno cores now. 

It would be difficult to reach super class, but reaching gemstone should be easy enough. 

Han Sen used Crystal Core as his key for entry. This geno core was already in first place, so many wished 

to challenge and dethrone it. 



Han Sen then saw a familiar name. It was Ghost Eye. He was in the top ten in the silver geno core 

rankings. Han Sen wasn’t sure if Ghost Eye had worked his way through the ranks, or if he had just 

bought his way up. 

Han Sen remembered striking a bargain with him once—one that Ghost Eye swiftly betrayed. Although 

Ghost Eye had ultimately failed, Han Sen was still upset about what had occurred. 

“This guy has guts to challenge me. If he wants to die, I suppose I don’t mind helping him.” Han Sen 

clenched his fists and accepted Ghost Eye’s challenge. Then, he entered the geno core battleground. 

Han Sen found the three-eyed panther waiting on the battleground. It was indeed the lying *sshole 

Ghost Eye. 

“You’ve got some nerve showing your face to me.” Han Sen moved his body and teleported directly in 

front of the tricky feline. 

“Boss, hang on! I have a big secret I wish to inform you about!” Ghost Eye screamed as he tried to run. 

 

 

Chapter 1573: Blow Blood 

 

 

“You and your secret can go to hell.” Han Sen wasn’t having any of it. Wearing the Ghost Armor given to 

him by Ghost Eye, he dashed in front of the creature and attempted to punch its head in. 

“I have an emperor geno core! I was going to give it to you, please take it!” Ghost Eye screamed, seeing 

he’d be unable to dodge the manic fist. 

When Han Sen heard this, he stopped. He let his fist hover above the panther’s third-eye, and he said, 

“You’ve got three seconds. If I don’t see an emperor geno core within the allotted time, you’re going 

straight to hell. One…” 

Ghost Eye gritted his teeth and pulled out an item that resembled a claw. He placed it in front of Han 

Sen. Then, he said, “Boss! This is it. I know I was wrong to do what I did last time, but now I am being 

whole-heartedly sincere. For first place, I am willing to give you this emperor geno core. Please, believe 

me once more.” 

 

Han Sen took the item from Ghost Eye, with his other hand still hovering above the creature’s head. He 

said, “This is an emperor geno core?” 

Han Sen did not believe Ghost Eye. If he had an emperor geno core, why would he throw it away to get 

first place for a silver geno core? Not even first place in the gemstone leaderboard would be worth that 

much, he reckoned. 



It was a strange geno core. In the geno core storage, a geno core was sealed and unusable if it wasn’t 

the self geno core used as a key for entry. But that geno core did not look as if it had just been sealed by 

the geno core storage. It looked grey and dark, like rusted steel. It was weird. 

It looked like a flute, minus the holes. It was like a pipe made of stone. 

 

Ghost Eye smiled and said, “You are smart. This is indeed an emperor geno core, but it just has the 

problem of being sealed. But with your strength, you can most certainly unseal it and become the best 

in the Fourth God’s Sanctuary.” 

 

“Had you been able to unseal it, you wouldn’t have given it to me, would you?” Han Sen looked at him 

with disdain. 

Ghost Eye looked awkward, and with a grin, he said, “I was unable to open it because I was weak. You, 

however, are so strong. You must certainly be able to.” 

“I’m taking the item as a punishment for you breaking the deal last time. If you want to gain first place 

this time, go and bring me something even better. Don’t bring me something else like this,” Han Sen 

said, and without giving the creature a chance to object, he punched it in the face. 

Ghost Eye hacked out blood. He had been injured, but he was allowed to concede and exit the geno 

battleground. 

“F*ck! He’s worse than me. He took my stuff and didn’t give me anything.” Ghost Eye was feeling fairly 

disheartened. 

He had tricked Han Sen once, but he had never expected him to reach first place again. Now that he had 

sacrificed the emperor geno core and gotten beaten up without obtaining first place as he desired, he 

was dismayed. 

“It looks like I’ll have to wait until he reaches gold class before I can reach first place. I wasted my 

emperor class geno core.” Ghost Eye was feeling very upset, and he spoke his sorrow aloud. 

 

Ghost Eye had given Han Sen an emperor geno core. It was quite infamous in the Fourth God’s 

Sanctuary, but so was its seal. No one had ever been able to open it. The emperor that used to own it 

was named Drink Blood Emperor. He was a very infamous spirit, and this geno core belonged to him. It 

was called Blow Blood. 

The sad thing was, Drink Blood Emperor garnered the ire of a certain creature and was killed by it. The 

result of this circumstance left Blow Blood sealed. 

After that, the Blow Blood geno core had passed through the hands of many different elites. Sadly, no 

one had ever figured out how to unseal it. Its renown increased, but so too did the belief that it was 

completely worthless. 



After all, no matter how strong you were, a sealed geno core was useless. Ghost Eye had only managed 

to get it recently, and he wished to speak with Han Sen and offer it up in exchange for first place. 

But Han Sen wanted to kill him right away, and in a rush, Ghost Eye had to play his cards and reveal Blow 

Blood. He had actually planned to trick him again, after the exchange, too. 

But now that Blow Blood had been taken, and he had not obtained first place, Ghost Eye was quite 

upset. 

Fortunately, Blow Blood’s worth was only the equivalent of a gemstone geno core nowadays. Therefore, 

it wasn’t all that expensive to lose. He’d be a lot more upset if he lost something of even greater value. 

Han Sen, seeing Ghost Eye, was not in a rush to level up his Crystal Core now. He wanted to scam the 

panther and drain him of what he could before proceeding on to gold class. 

Han Sen left the geno core storage with the intent of studying his new geno core. He wanted to see if he 

was the one who could unseal the item. 

Han Sen had never heard of Blow Blood geno core, though. He didn’t know where it came from, and a 

part of him even thought it wasn’t actually an emperor geno core. 

Han Sen summoned his gold class Real Blood geno core and attached it to the Blow Blood geno core. He 

wanted to see if that would allow it to be used. 

Real Blood landed on the grey pipe. It didn’t melt into it, but it didn’t slide down, either. It seemed to be 

absorbing. Han Sen watched the process, and near Real Blood’s position, a red line like a piece of silk 

was being generated. It seemed as if Real Blood was soaking into the geno core. 

Han Sen was delighted, and so he thought, “It looks like Real Blood is helping with the seal. At this rate, 

it might take a few days.” 

If Ghost Eye learned that Blow Blood could be unsealed, he’d definitely be angrier. 

Han Sen still did not know whether or not it was an emperor geno core, but the seal was very powerful. 

He had no doubt about that. It was a high class geno core, either way. It was definitely super, at the very 

least. 

As Han Sen continued his investigation, Gu Qingcheng and Elysian Moon suddenly walked into the hall. 

Elysian Moon hadn’t been seen for a while. This time, she had come back looking terrible. She was 

covered in wounds. Her face was pale and bloodied. 

“There is an angry creature nearby. It’s a super creature, and it hurt Elysian Moon. I’m going to go kill it. 

Would you like to come with me?” Gu Qingcheng asked Han Sen directly. 

“How are you going to split the profits?” Han Sen asked. 

“You can have the loot. I just want to avenge her,” Gu Qingcheng said. 

“She wouldn’t come looking for me if it was this easy. There must be something up with the creature.” 

Han Sen didn’t think Gu Qingcheng would approach Han Sen to assign an easy task. 

 



 

Chapter 1574: There Once Was an Invincible Geno Core 

 

 

“The Destroyer Wolf at rank 139 on the super geno core leaderboard won’t be all that easy to kill,” Gu 

Qingcheng said. 

“May I ask what your rank is on the super geno core leaderboard?” Han Sen asked, out of genuine 

curiosity. 

“I am seventeenth,” Gu Qingcheng said carelessly. 

“You’re that high? You’re seventeenth and you can’t defeat this Destroyer Wolf that is only 139?” Han 

Sen was surprised. 

 

“It can’t beat me in raw strength, but it has the ability to consume space. I will be unable to catch him, 

and that is why I’ll need you and Nightmare,” Gu Qingcheng said. 

“To me, it sounds as if all you really need is the assistance of Little Red. Why don’t you just ask him 

straight away? I can’t make him come.” Han Sen shook his head. 

“He won’t accept my invitation, but you will be just as useful as him. You can come to help,” Gu 

Qingcheng said. 

“Okay. And just to confirm what you told me; I will be receiving the items once it’s dead, yes?” Han Sen 

smiled. 

 

“If you can truly help, sure. Would you plan on taking the loot even if you didn’t put any effort in?” Qu 

Qingcheng wasn’t very polite when it came to these sorts of affairs. 

 

“We will see, but I am known to take out as much as I put in.” Han Sen did not argue and just went along 

with her. 

He wanted to see how strong Gu Qingcheng was if she truly was ranked seventeenth on the super geno 

core leaderboard. 

Han Sen followed Gu Qingcheng and Elysian Moon out of the shelter. The travel was dull for Han Sen, 

and he found himself bored. So, he asked, “Who is in first place on the super geno core leaderboard?” 

Gu Qingcheng was equally bored. She said, “The one currently in first place is the fellow who leads 

Sacred. He claims to be God’s own child, but there are others who have the same might as him. The 

person in first place switches every now and again.” 



“Why does the person in first place frequently change?” Han Sen asked, having been surprised by this. 

“What’s so weird about that? There are many powerful geno cores there, of emperor class and berserk 

class. They’re all good at something. No one is the absolute strongest. That being said, when I first 

became a demi-god, I heard there was a geno core that held first place for a very long time. It hadn’t lost 

once. But that is the only time in history when the first place on the super geno core leaderboard 

seemed fixed. Nowadays, the holder of the first position changes frequently,” Gu Qingcheng said. 

“What was that geno core’s name? Is it still on the leaderboard?” Han Sen asked with curiosity.  You’re 

reading on B oxnovel.c om .Tks! 

 

“If it was still on the leaderboard, the ranks wouldn’t keep changing. I have only heard about it through 

hearsay, though. When I first arrived here, it was already gone. I suppose you could say it’s more of a 

myth now. Its name, however, was Destiny’s Tower. I can only suppose it left for the Fifth Sanctuary 

alongside its master,” Gu Qingcheng said. 

When Han Sen heard Gu Qingcheng say this, his heart jumped. If that stellar geno core was indeed 

Destiny’s Tower, it probably meant the one resting in his Sea of Soul. 

“Sh*t! Destiny’s Tower is that strong?” Han Sen held onto his excitement and pretended the name 

didn’t ring any bells. Then, he asked, “Who was Destiny’s Tower’s master?” 

“I don’t know, and I don’t think anyone does. It’s an old myth, and it is something I have only heard of 

once,” Gu Qingcheng said. 

Han Sen asked a few more questions, but she didn’t know much. She said the master of Destiny’s Tower 

was strange. The rumors said when he first appeared on the geno core leaderboard, he did so at a low 

rank. Apparently, it was in the ten-thousands. 

No one had seen it in the first few ranks, but all of a sudden, it managed to reach number one. No one 

knew whether that was a good thing or a bad thing. 

Of course, this was just part of the myth. Gu Qingcheng had only heard about these events. She hadn’t 

witnessed them first-hand. 

Han Sen retreated into thought. “Is this Destiny’s Tower the same one that’s in my Sea of Soul? If it is 

that good, and so was its master, why did they not go on to the Fifth Sanctuary? And who was that being 

in armor that resided in the black chimenea? Why was he an enemy of Destiny’s Tower’s master?” 

All these questions now rattled around Han Sen’s head, but thinking he actually owned that tower now, 

he almost lost control and laughed his head off. 

“Dad, why are you so happy?” Bao’er was in Han Sen’s arms. She looked right at him as she spoke. 

“Oh, it’s just because you’re next to me. That’s why I am happy,” Han Sen quickly said. He was worried 

Gu Qingcheng might have gotten suspicious. 

When Bao’er heard this, she was delighted. She kissed Han Sen on the cheek and said, “I am happy too, 

when you are around me!” 



Elysian Moon couldn’t bear watching it. She balked. “Ugh, you two are so gross!” 

“You’re just jealous. You could be like me, if you had a beautiful daughter, too.” Han Sen held Bao’er and 

laughed at her. 

“Humph!” Elysian Moon turned glum and looked away. 

Han Sen felt weird about that, though. He wasn’t sure what he said that might have upset her. What he 

said shouldn’t have peeved her as it did. 

Gu Qingcheng then changed the subject. “When you see Destroyer Wolf, be careful. It can consume 

space, and it can also leap out at you from tears in the dimension, pouncing at you from any angle. If he 

slips into a space-crack, follow me.” 

“That sounds annoying. How do you plan on killing it?” Han Sen frowned and asked. 

Han Sen had enough power to fight super creatures, but this was a berserk super creature with space 

powers. It would be a hard fight. That was, unless he used his Destiny’s Tower. But that thing cost a lot 

of energy, and it wouldn’t be wise to show it off in public. 

If others recognized it was Destiny’s Tower, and it was in the hands of a human, all the emperors and 

super creatures would come dogpile on him to end him. 

“Maybe we should take a look first. There’s every chance we won’t get to him,” Gu Qingcheng said. 

“What do you mean?” Han Sen was shocked. 

“That Destroyer Wolf offended some people. For some reason, many creatures and spirits are now after 

him. We’re just going to try our luck and see if we can get it. We might not even be able to find it,” Gu 

Qingcheng said. 

“Why didn’t you tell me any of this sooner?” Han Sen frowned. 

Hearing her say this, Han Sen knew this task would not be as simple as he had initially assumed. 

 

 

Chapter 1575: Sacred Egg Was Stolen 

 

 

They walked for less than two days, and there were scary beings everywhere. Sometimes, Han Sen could 

even detect powerful auras sweeping across the sky. However, the creatures seemed to be moving 

chaotically. It felt less like they were chasing something, and more like they were searching. 

“They must be looking for that Destroyer Wolf,” said Elysian Moon. 

Just when Han Sen was about to respond, Xu Mi ran up to him and said, “Teacher, something major is 

happening!” 



“What’s happening?” Han Sen asked, looking at Xu Mi. He had sent Xu Mi out earlier to train. 

 

Xu Mi said excitedly, “The Destroyer Wolf stole a descendant of the master of Sacred shelter! Now, it 

has come toward us, and many powerful super creatures are chasing it.” 

“A child of Sacred shelter’s master? A creature like Goddess?” Han Sen suddenly imagined a goddess 

climbing out of an egg, which was a bizarre thought. 

“Yes. I heard that it’s the child of Sacred’s master and a berserk super creature, but the berserk super 

creature wasn’t living in Sacred shelter, which was how to Destroyer Wolf managed to steal the egg. 

Now, many powerful shelters like Sacred and Outer Sky are all hunting that Destroyer Wolf,” said Xu Mi. 

“Sacred is powerful enough to gather all those shelters to help him?” asked Han Sen, amazed. 

 

“No. They’re all looking for the egg. It’s a descendant of two berserk super creatures, so its genes must 

be extraordinary. The egg will be highly beneficial to any being that eats it. If it’s a female, then they’ll 

keep it and make it procreate with others to further improve the genes.” Xu Mi couldn’t be more 

excited. He lowered his voice and said to Han Sen, “Teacher, should we also go look for it? If we’re lucky 

enough, perhaps we can actually find the egg.” 

 

“Then let’s try to find it before others do.” Han Sen didn’t have much hope for it. Many top-tier shelters 

sent their most powerful creatures to look for the Destroyer Wolf and that egg. 

That Destroyer Wolf had been given plenty of time to hide itself. Han Sen didn’t think they alone would 

be able to find it. And even if he could find it, it wouldn’t be easy to steal the egg from so many terrifying 

beings. 

Many powerful creatures swept across the sky above them. After only half a day, Han Sen detected 

twenty different creatures flying over him, and those were just the ones close enough for him to notice. 

However, they were still searching chaotically. It seemed that they still hadn’t found the Destroyer Wolf 

yet. 

“Elysian Moon, where did you meet the Destroyer Wolf?” Han Sen asked her. 

“Near Rolling Dragon Lake,” Elysian Moon said, pointing in a direction. 

Han Sen was kind of familiar with the area around him, since it wasn’t far from his shelter. Rolling 

Dragon Like was a giant lake among the mountains, and it was named such because of the dragon-like 

creatures in the lake. Han Sen had heard that there was a lake nearby, but he had never been there. 

 

Though Rolling Dragon Lake was among the mountains, it was very large, more than a hundred square 

miles. 



However, the water in the lake was dark, giving out dark light like gas. It looked dense, so nobody could 

see anything that was even an inch below the water’s surface. Nobody could say for sure whether a 

creature could actually live in the water or not. 

When Han Sen and the others arrived at the lake, they found Goddess already there. Goddess looked a 

bit different from before. Her lifeforce had become terrifying, but it was also obscured and difficult to 

read. It seemed that she had reached super level. 

Just as Han Sen observed Goddess, she also noticed Han Sen, and her eyes became aloof. However, 

seeing Gu Qingcheng beside Han Sen, Goddess frowned and began walking toward Han Sen with some 

creatures from her shelter beside her. 

There were four creatures beside Goddess, and they were all livid. Apparently, they were already super 

creatures, and all of them were mighty. 

However, Goddess didn’t talk to Han Sen. Instead, she walked up to Gu Qingcheng and asked, “Elysium 

Master, is this person related to you?” 

“How is that your business, one way or the other?” asked Gu Qingcheng, mildly. 

“This man is a mortal enemy of mine. If he doesn’t have anything to do with you, I’m going to take my 

revenge now.” 

Gu Qingcheng took a look at Han Sen, squinted her eyes, and said, “What do you think?” 

Han Sen heard it and said, “Of course there’s a connection between us. We’re partners working 

together.” 

“You heard that, right?” Gu Qingcheng said, glancing at Goddess. 

“Of course. I’ll let him go this time for your sake.” Goddess waved her hands and left with those four 

super creatures. 

“You get along pretty well here.” Han Sen gave a thumbs up to Gu Qingcheng. 

“You owe me one,” said Gu Qingcheng. 

“Okay, no problem, but I’m still a bit confused. Why did she call you Elysium Master? You’re a human. 

How did you become the head of the Elysium race?” Han Sen was curious about that. 

“That has nothing to do with you.” Gu Qingcheng glared at him, then took Elysian Moon and walked 

toward the lake. 

Han Sen looked in the direction that Goddess had vanished, then followed Gu Qingcheng and Elysian 

Moon. 

There was indeed some evidence of a fight that had happened beside the lake, and there were some 

residual tears in the fabric of space. They were feeble, but they hadn’t yet healed entirely. 

Goddess and her sidekicks were also looking at that those rips in space. They could tell that the tears 

had been left by Destroyer Wolf. 



Han Sen also used his Dongxuan aura to observe the remaining evidence of the wolf. There were only a 

few molecules left, and it was probably because Destroyer Wolf got away through the space fault, so it 

didn’t leave any molecules on its way. 

Gu Qingcheng only looked at it for a short while, but she couldn’t find any clues. She frowned and said, 

“Someone was definitely chasing the Destroyer Wolf, and that’s how Elysian Moon was lucky enough to 

get away. The Destroyer Wolf also escaped through the space cracks. We might not be able to find any 

traces here.” 

“Let’s just walk around and look. Perhaps we’ll be lucky enough to find some clues.” Han Sen took a look 

at Rolling Dragon Lake and walked to the other side. 

The Destroyer Wolf really hadn’t left much of a trail, but Han Sen could see that it had left behind a few 

molecules, at least. He then walked toward the other side of the shining lake and found more traces of 

some sort of creature. 

Han Sen didn’t know which creature these molecules belonged to, but he could tell that those molecules 

had been left there at the same time as the molecules left by Destroyer Wolf. That indicated that 

another creature had been in the area at the same time as Destroyer Wolf. Han Sen wanted to find that 

creature first to see what he could learn from it. 

 

 

Chapter 1576: Clue 

 

 

“Destroyer Wolf got away through a space crack. What clue do you think you can find here?” Elysian 

Moon said, frowning. 

“Let’s just look around. Perhaps we can find some clues,” Han Sen said as he walked. 

“Then you can try your luck here. We don’t think we’d find anything,” Elysian Moon said while pointing 

in another direction. 

“There nothing to find here. We can secretly follow the groups from Sacred and Outer Sky. Better that 

than wasting our time here,” said Gu Qingcheng. 

 

“Then let’s separate into two teams. You can follow them, and I’ll keep looking here.” Han Sen wasn’t in 

a rush. 

There were too many powerful beings from Sacred and Outer Sky, and everyone was on high alert, so 

Han Sen’s group would be easily spotted. Han Sen planned to walk around to check for any remaining 

molecules. He wanted to see what kind of creatures were with the Destroyer Wolf. 



“Okay. I’ll leave you some marks to indicate where we’ve gone.” Elysian Moon was already walking 

away, so Gu Qingcheng left Han Sen a mark and hurried after her. 

Xu Mi wanted to follow them as well, but since Han Sen was not going, he had to follow Han Sen. 

 

“Teacher, that Destroyer Wolf has fled through the space fault. Why are we still looking for clues here? 

We’d better follow Goddess’s group. There’ll be some interesting things happening later,” Xu Mi said. 

He didn’t think he’d be able to seize the egg; he just wanted to watch those powerful beings fight each 

other. 

 

Han Sen smiled and said, “I’ll keep searching here. You can follow those two if you really want to go.” 

Xu Mi thought for a minute and said, “I’d rather follow you, teacher,” 

Han Sen didn’t say anything more. Instead, he followed the molecules along the lake. There were only a 

few molecules left. It had been quite a long time, so there were only some scent molecules left, and 

they were not continuous. It would take Han Sen a long while to follow such a faint trail. 

Xu Mi saw Han Sen walk around the lake, looking around everywhere. He walked slowly, but he didn’t 

know what Han Sen was looking at. He could only follow behind Han Sen. 

Han Sen walked around most of the lake, and at some point, the trail disappeared. He walked forward, 

but he couldn’t find any more molecules. 

“Weird. Where are they?” Han Sen walked back to the last spot he had seen the molecules, and he 

observed the place carefully. 
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It was very close to the lake shore, and there were some black water stains at the shoreline. 

“Does this lake rise at some point? Did the creature that left the scent enter the lake? Why did he walk 

around for so long instead of entering the lake immediately? Is there something special in this location?” 

Han Sen frowned as he thought. 

He observed the lake, but he couldn’t see anything special. The lake here was exactly like other areas of 

Rolling Dragon Lake. It was dark like ink, and he couldn’t see anything inside. 

The surface of the water was peaceful as well, and there were no ripples. Han Sen couldn’t find any 

living beings in the lake using his Dongxuan Aura. 

“What are you looking at, teacher?” Xu Mi stood beside Han Sen and looked at the lake, but he couldn’t 

see anything either. 

“I’m looking for clues,” Han Sen said with a smile. 



“Clues? What clues? I can’t see anything.” Xu Mi was curious. He observed the lake again, but he still 

couldn’t see anything there. 

“What would you need me for if you could see through everything?” Han Sen said condescendingly. 

Xu Mi said, “No wonder you’re a teacher. I can’t even compare with you. Please, teacher, teach me 

something. What kind of clues are there in this lake?” 

“My disciple, you will only truly learn if you find the answers yourself. You have to use your brain more 

and think it through. That’s how you actually learn things.” Han Sen pointed at the lake and said, “Just 

observe here. I’ll go to other areas to see if I can find other clues.” 

“Okay, teacher. I won’t let you down.” Xu Mi kept staring at the lake, trying to find the clues his teacher 

alluded to. 

Han Sen kept walking around the lake, carrying Bao’er. He walked all the way around the lake, and then 

he began walking around in the forest nearby, hoping to find the scent molecules again. 

Xu Mi gazed at the lake for a long time, but he still couldn’t find any clues. 

“Teacher is indeed wise and mysterious, and I’m not at the same level that he is. What did teacher find 

here?” Xu Mi gazed at the lake more carefully. 

Actually, Han Sen didn’t find any clues himself. He just felt that it wasn’t a coincidence that he found 

some scent molecules there, so he asked Xu Mi to stay there to see whether he could find anything. 

If Han Sen was correct, the creature must have dived back into the lake when the tides rose in Rolling 

Dragon Lake. Han Sen then decided to walk around Rolling Dragon Lake and come back when the tides 

rose again. Perhaps he could find something after that. 

Han Sen walked around the nearby forest for a while, and he didn’t find the trail he was looking for, but 

he did find a familiar scent. 

“Ghost Eye? Why is it here? It’s so weak. Is it being suicidal?” Han Sen checked it carefully, and he found 

some other molecule traces that resembled those of Ghost Eye. There were two other types of 

molecules, but he wasn’t sure which creatures they belonged to, and he couldn’t tell the power of those 

creatures either. 

He toured the forest, and he felt several powerful forces sweeping across the sky, but none of them 

stayed nearby. After a short while, they were all gone. 

He didn’t find anything new, and it was getting darker. Han Sen went toward Rolling Dragon Lake. 

“Teacher, I’ve found something!” Han Sen was a bit stunned. He only asked Xu Mi to stay there on the 

off-chance that something happened, but he hadn’t expected the spirit to make a discovery. 

Xu Mi pointed at the place where Han Sen asked him to stay and watch. The place where Han Sen and 

Xu Mi stood before was already covered by the black lake water, but there wasn’t anything special 

there. 



However, after the lakewater rose, a small section of lakewater looked different. In that one place close 

to the shore, the lake water that was originally black became transparent like the water in a normal lake. 

However, it was already dark, and it was only a tiny area. If they didn’t look at it carefully, they wouldn’t 

have noticed the clear water at all. 

“Teacher, you indeed have great acumen. I wasn’t able to see anything special before, but I only saw the 

difference of that part of the lake after it got dark.” Xu Mi looked at Han Sen in awe. 

 

 

Chapter 1577: Destroyer Wolf 

 

 

Han Sen flew above the small section of clear water, and he tried to see whether there was any 

difference in the water. That section of the lake looked like a well. It was clear from top to bottom, yet 

all the water around it was dark. The dark water and the clear water didn’t integrate at all. 

However, it was already after sunset, and the water was very deep, so even if they looked directly down 

on the clear water, they could only see darkness. They had no idea how deep it was. 

Unlike the dark lake around it, there were bubbles coming up through the clear water, as if there were 

lots of fish below. 

“Teacher, what’s wrong with the water here?” Xu Mi asked Han Sen, standing beside him. 

 

Han Sen thought, “How should I know anything about it? I’m not a god who knows everything.” 

Of course, Han Sen didn’t say that out loud. He smiled at Xu Mi and said, “Just wait here for now. I’ll go 

down there and check. Don’t enter the water until I come out.” 

Han Sen jumped into the clear water with Bao’er, diving deep. 

He had practiced his swimming skills before. Though he couldn’t compare with real marine creatures, he 

was still able to engage in ordinary fights. 

 

Han Sen was cautious. As he swam down, he summoned his golden engraving shield and held it in front 

of himself to defend against ferocious creatures. 

 

The lake was surprisingly deep. Han Sen had dived more than three thousand feet, yet he still couldn’t 

see the bottom. Everything around him was still dark, and the water looked like ink. 



Han Sen kept diving, and as he swam down, he suddenly felt a hollow sensation below him, and then he 

fell forward. 

As Han Sen quickly regained his feet, he found out that he was standing in a huge underground cave. 

There were many bones scattered around the cave, and there was a strong stench in the air. 

In the middle of the cave was a black spring, and it was spewing water like gas. Two creatures lay beside 

the mouth of the well. 

The one on the left looked like a dragon, and its scales gleamed with black light as if they were made of 

coal. The dragon teeth in its mouth looked like knives. 

It was around eighty feet long, and it looked belligerent. 

The creature on the right was a giant white wolf, and it was just as large as the black dragon beside it. Its 

fur was white as snow, yet its eyes were black like ink. Ripples and distortions in space itself seemed to 

waver through the wolf’s fur. 

 

The two ferocious beasts glared at Han Sen at the same time, looking at him like a piece of fresh meat 

that had just been dropped on their doorstep. 

“Destroyer Wolf?” Han Sen was startled. He was originally looking for the trail of the creature he had 

sensed on the shoreline, but he hadn’t expected to find the Destroyer Wolf here. 

Gu Qingcheng described the appearance of the destroyer wolf to Han Sen before, and this giant white 

wolf looked just as she had described it. And with that terrifying force coming from it, it had to be the 

Destroyer Wolf. 

As for the black dragon, it was likely to be the legendary Rolling Dragon. However, neither of them 

seemed to be the creature Han Sen was looking for. 

Aside from the Rolling Dragon and the Destroyer Wolf, there weren’t any other creatures in the entire 

underground cave. Inside the black spring, an object about the size of a basketball was rolling around. 

Before Han Sen could see what that object exactly was, he heard the Rolling Dragon roar, after which it 

spewed a stream of black light toward him. 

Han Sen couldn’t see clearly what that black light was, so he couldn’t even dodge it. He raised the 

golden engraving shield to ward it off. 

Dang! 

Han Sen felt a giant force transmitting through the golden engraving shield, and he couldn’t help 

stepping back, his back running into a rock wall in the cave. 

The rock was so hard that it only had some faint cracks after being hit by Han Sen’s body, yet Han Sen’s 

bones were almost dislocated. 



That stream of black light also bounced back after hitting the golden engraving shield. The black light 

shot toward the Rolling Dragon and splashed over its tail. Rather than being injured by the power, the 

dragon’s tail caught the black light. 

Han Sen then saw clearly that the black light shot by the Rolling Dragon was a trident, which was as dark 

as ink. There were dragon engravings on the handle, and three dragon heads formed the top of the 

trident. 

The strike from the Rolling Dragon didn’t kill Han Sen, which shocked it a little bit. The Destroyer Wolf 

stared at Han Sen and said, “Who sent you here? Sacred shelter or Outer Sky shelter?” 

“Nobody sent me. I came here myself.” Lots of thoughts flooded into Han Sen’s mind. 

The Rolling Dragon and the Destroyer Wolf didn’t seem to be enemies, and besides, both the creatures 

were emanating horrifying lifeforces. They were both incredibly powerful beings. 

Han Sen’s power hadn’t reached super level yet, so he wasn’t sure whether he could fight against two 

beings at that level. 

“I should’ve brought Gu Qingcheng with me.” Han Sen sighed. He hadn’t expected to find the Destroyer 

Wolf so easily. 

Han Sen had thought that the Destroyer Wolf would team up with the Rolling Dragon to fight him. 

Instead, the Destroyer Wolf squinted its eyes and gazed at Han Sen for a while, then made a surprising 

suggestion. 

“Since you weren’t sent by Sacred, and you’re all by yourself, why don’t you stay here and share the 

Sacred egg with us?” 

“How could I do that?” Han Sen found it hard to believe that the Destroyer Wolf would be so kind. It had 

risked everything to steal that egg. Why would it share with some random human? 

The Destroyer Wolf smiled, yet that smile kind of creeped Han Sen out. A smile from a giant wolf was a 

truly disturbing thing to see. 

“Let me put it this way,” the Destroyer Wolf said, sounding sincere. “We don’t want to share the Sacred 

egg with others. From my perspective, you’re pretty powerful, and it won’t be easy for us to kill you. If 

you flee and attract other powerful creatures here, it’ll be a huge problem for us both. If you’re willing, 

the three of us can share this egg. What do you think?” 

Though what the Destroyer Wolf said made perfect sense to Han Sen, he still felt something off. 

However, Han Sen was certain of one thing: if he refused, the two creatures would immediately team up 

and try to kill him to protect their secret. 

“Okay. Since you’re this sincere, I’ll go along with it.” Han Sen thought to himself, “I’ll just use my 

Destiny’s Tower if you really want to attack me. Perhaps I can even find a chance to get that egg.” 

“Then you can come down now, my friend. The Sacred egg is ready for eating. Is there anyone else aside 

from you who knows that we’re here?” asked the Destroyer Wolf, smiling. 



“No.” Han Sen moved down towards them slowly. However, he kept his distance from them. He looked 

at the white object within the black well and asked, “Is that the Sacred egg?” 

 

 

Chapter 1578: Sacred Egg 

 

 

“Correct, that’s the Sacred egg. However, its shell is too solid. We’ve tried everything we could think of, 

but nothing could break the eggshell. We then resorted to using the water from the black pond to erode 

the shell of the Sacred egg. You came here at the right time. After another forty or fifty hours, the 

eggshell will be completely eroded, after which we can enjoy this Sacred egg,” said the Destroyer Wolf. 

The Rolling Dragon just stared at Han Sen coldly, like a sculpture made of iron. Han Sen wasn’t sure if it 

was because it couldn’t understand the human language, or because it didn’t want to talk to him. 

Han Sen saw that neither the Destroyer Wolf nor the Rolling Dragon intended to attack him, which 

surprised him a little bit. 

Han Sen thought the Destroyer Wolf just wanted to make sure nobody was around before it attacked 

him, yet the Destroyer Wolf didn’t seem to have any intention of striking him. It seemed that it had 

made up its mind to share the Sacred egg. 

 

Han Sen was still cautious as he wasn’t sure what the Destroyer Wolf wanted. He kept his distance from 

the Destroyer Wolf and the Rolling Dragon, and he also kept an eye on the Sacred egg, waiting for it to 

be completely eroded. 

Though it was called a Sacred egg, there wasn’t any special about its appearance. It looked like an 

ordinary egg at an extra size. It was hard to imagine that a great being like the Destroyer Wolf couldn’t 

break the eggshell. 

The water was flowing, and the Sacred egg was floating on it. Han Sen looked at it carefully, and he 

found that there were many tiny black engravings on the shell. It seemed that the water from the black 

pond was sipping in. 
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“How should I call you, friend?” The Destroyer Wolf didn’t want to get close to Han Sen either. Instead, 

it watched Han Sen from a distance, smiling. 

 

“Han Sen,” answered Han Sen. 



“You’re so powerful, so you must come from somewhere famous. What haven’t I heard of you before?” 

asked the Destroyer Wolf again. 

“Nowhere famous. I was just lucky enough to obtain some powerful geno cores and beast souls,” said 

Han Sen. 

The more Han Sen spoke, the less the Destroyer Wolf dared to look down upon him. It kept talking with 

Han Sen, but it didn’t show any sign of attacking him. It seemed that it was actually waiting for the 

eggshell to break so that it could share it with Han Sen. 

“Is that eggshell really so solid that even you can’t break it?” Han Sen asked again, as he still found it 

unbelievable. 

Based on the rules in the Fourth God’s Sanctuary, even the descendant of a berserk super creature was 

only at bronze level when it was just born. 

The Destroyer Wolf laid down beside the black pond and smiled. “If I were really able to break it, I 

wouldn’t have run around carrying it and being hunted by so many powerful creatures.” 

 

The Destroyer Wolf paused and laughed. “The master of Sacred spent so much effort gaining the 

confidence of the Destroyer Empress and convincing her to birth his child. He’s spent lots of time and 

effort on that egg, so it should be special.” 

Han Sen took a look at that Sacred egg, yet he still couldn’t see anything special about it. Even more 

confusing, Han Sen still couldn’t find any trace of the creature he had previously been looking for. 

If that creature was just some food that the Destroyer Wolf and the Rolling Dragon brought here and 

ate, Han Sen should still be able to find its scent. Just like the bones left in the cave, all three of them 

were leaving molecules behind. However, Han Sen didn’t see any remaining molecules of that creature. 

Han Sen was afraid that the molecules in the cave were too chaotic for him to check carefully. He 

rechecked them several times, but he still couldn’t find any trace of the creature that he had noticed 

before. 

“Maybe that creature didn’t get into the lake? Then where is it?” Han Sen was frowning as he thought, 

but he couldn’t figure anything out. 

The Destroyer Wolf sometimes talked with Han Sen, and it was gentle and looked harmless. 

On the contrary, the Rolling Dragon didn’t say a word. It just lay beside the black pond, staring at the 

floating Sacred egg as if that egg was the only thing it could see. 

They didn’t show any intention of attacking Han Sen, which confused him. 

Bao’er sometimes looked at the Sacred egg as if it were some kind of new toy. 

Time passed, and more and more black fissures appeared on the eggshell. Just as the Destroyer Wolf 

said, the eggshell seemed to be almost completely eroded. 

Kacha! 



After more than fifty hours of waiting, Han Sen, Destroyer Wolf, and the Rolling Dragon heard a blast 

that sounded like an eggshell cracking after being boiled. 

A black crack appeared on the white eggshell. 

“It’s done!” The Destroyer Wolf was exhilarated, and the Rolling Dragon was even more so. Its tail was 

carrying the trident, and it immediately threw the trident toward the egg. 

The egg was already covered with small cracks, and Han Sen thought that the trident of the Rolling 

Dragon would pierce through the egg completely. However, when the tip of the trident hit one of the 

cracks, there were only some sparks on the egg, and the egg was perfectly safe. The crack wasn’t 

enlarged at all. 

Han Sen was terrified. The Destroyer Wolf had told him how sturdy the Sacred egg was, but he hadn’t 

believed it until now. 

He had experienced the trident’s power, and it was definitely at the top-tier level in the Fourth God’s 

Sanctuary. Despite that, it couldn’t injure the shell at all. 

The Destroyer Wolf licked its lips, and it stopped the Rolling Dragon from striking again. It gazed at the 

sacred egg and said, “Guess I need to wait longer. We’ve waited for a long time, so there’s no need to 

rush it.” 

The Rolling Dragon retreated back to the original spot and laid down. Han Sen stared at the Sacred egg, 

but something still seemed strange to him. There wasn’t anything living in the Sacred egg. After the 

eggshell cracked, Han Sen finally managed to detect some energy coming from the egg. 

However, it wasn’t a lifeforce coming from the egg, but a force that resembled death. 

“Why does this power feel like death? Does this Sacred egg have the power of a dead spirit? That 

shouldn’t be right. I’ve seen the power of Goddess, and her power feels nothing like this. If they’re both 

descendants of Sacred’s master, they shouldn’t be so different,” Han Sen thought. 

As Han Sen was thinking, he frowned and turned his attention to a corner of the cave. There were some 

familiar molecules floating there: the same molecules he saw on the shore. 

“Strange! I’ve checked the cave several times already, yet I couldn’t find any of the molecules of that 

creature. Why have some showed up here now?” Han Sen frowned worriedly. 

 

 

Chapter 1579: Fighting for the Sacred Egg 

 

 

“Is there a creature here that not even the Destroyer Wolf and the Rolling Dragon know of? Perhaps 

they know about it, but they’re letting the creature hide here for some reason?” Han Sen frowned. 



Han Sen was very confident about his Dongxuan Aura. He was certain that the molecules belonged to 

the creature he had been looking for before. Also, these molecules were very recent. 

There was only one possibility: the mutant creature was in the cave, but it was somehow concealing its 

presence. 

Han Sen speculated that when the eggshell of the Sacred egg cracked and the Rolling Dragon struck, the 

creature thought it was time to make a move and accidentally left some molecules in its excitement. 

 

“Won’t the water from the black pond just pour into the eggshell and pollute the egg yolk inside?” Han 

Sen said randomly. He watched the Destroyer Wolf casually, but his Dongxuan Aura was intensely 

focused on the corner with the molecules. 

However, nothing strange seemed to be happening. Everything was peaceful, and no more random 

molecules were slipping out. 

“That makes sense. Let’s get the egg out now. There are so many cracks in the egg at this point, so 

there’s a chance that we can just suck the yolk out directly,” said the Destroyer Wolf to the Rolling 

Dragon beside it. 

Han Sen found it strange that Destroyer Wolf was asking for Rolling Dragon’s help. Part of the egg was 

above the black water, so if the Destroyer Wolf was afraid of the water of the black pond, he could 

retrieve the egg without exposing himself to the water. 

 

Normally, people wouldn’t just entrust a valuable like this to others; instead, they would do it by 

themselves. 

 

The Rolling Dragon heard what the Destroyer Wolf said. It spun its tail, using its trident like a spoon to 

lift the Sacred egg out of the pond. It dredged up the Sacred egg and put it on the ground beside the 

spring. 

At this moment, black fissures covered the egg like a cobweb, and lots of the black fissures had sunk 

deeply into the egg. 

The Destroyer Wolf walked to the egg and looked down at the cracks. 

“The crack is still not large enough, and we can’t even see what’s inside. There isn’t anything slipping 

out, so it needs to be eroded further,” said the Destroyer Wolf. Then, it grabbed the Sacred egg with its 

paws and stood up like a human being. It then lifted the Sacred egg to throw it in the black pond again. 

However, just as it turned around, the Rolling Dragon whipped its tail, and the trident pierced through 

the body of the Destroyer Wolf, punching a hole in the wolf’s chest. Blood burst out, dyeing the white 

fur red. 



The Destroyer Wolf dropped the egg, and bizarre ripples began to twist the space around the wolf’s 

body. They disappeared for a second, and when they showed up again, Destroyer Wolf was right behind 

the Rolling Dragon. The wolf teeth tore downwards, biting toward the neck of the Rolling Dragon. 

Ao! 

 

However, before the Destroyer Wolf could bite the neck of the Rolling Dragon, a transparent arrow shot 

through the wolf’s head. The arrow went into the back of its head, through its brain, and out between 

its eyebrows. Blood dripped from the tip of the arrow. 

Destroyer Wolf fell on the ground without even having the chance to struggle. It laid on the ground, 

completely lifeless. 

Han Sen was completely bewildered. He couldn’t believe that the mighty Destroyer Wolf had been killed 

so easily. 

He then looked to the corner of the cave and saw a creature standing there. Its upper body was that of a 

human being, while its lower body looked like a snake. It stood there, sneering with its apathetic face. 

The creature was holding a bow, and the color of the bow resembled the color of the horns on his head. 

“Good job, black dragon.” The half-human-shaped creature moved to the side of the Rolling Dragon and 

patted its head. 

The horrifying Rolling Dragon suddenly became meek and submissive, and apparently, it enjoyed the 

praise of the half-human-shaped creature. 

“Who are you?” Han Sen asked, alarmed. 

It was apparent now that the half-human-shaped being and the Rolling Dragon were on the same team. 

The Destroyer Wolf originally wanted to borrow the black pond, which was why it agreed to share the 

Sacred egg with the Rolling Dragon. Little did it expect that the Rolling Dragon had another partner, who 

wanted to kill the Destroyer Wolf and keep the Sacred egg all to himself. 

“Rolling Dragon King, the king of the Rolling Dragon Lake.” The half-human-shaped creature looked at 

Han Sen scornfully. 

Han Sen was dazed. Now he knew that the legendary creature in the Rolling Dragon Lake was this 

strange creature in front of him, not the black dragon. 

Rolling Dragon King walked to the side of the black pond. He picked up the Sacred egg and held it in his 

palms. 

“Kill him,” Rolling Dragon King said mildly, looking at the Sacred egg. 

The black dragon roared suddenly, then dashed toward Han Sen with the trident in its tail. Its claws and 

dragon teeth and trident were all terrifying weapons. Han Sen resisted the waves of attacks with his 

golden engraving shield. 

However, Han Sen kept stepping back under that aggressive force. 



The red light on Han Sen’s body surged as a pair of butterfly wings opened on Han Sen’s back, and at the 

same time, he entered Bloodthirsty Mode. 

Han Sen’s power surged. He fought the black dragon for a long time, but it was a stalemate. Neither 

could defeat the other. 

The Rolling Dragon King apparently didn’t intend to help the black dragon fight Han Sen. He pulled his 

arrow out of the Destroyer Wolf and wiped the blood on the wolf’s fur. Then, he stabbed the arrow 

down towards the cracked egg. 

The arrow pierced the egg twice, but it couldn’t penetrate the crack of the Sacred egg. The Rolling 

Dragon King frowned, then his body gave off a bizarre black light. The black light infused the arrow, and 

he stabbed the arrow back toward the egg again. 

Kacha! The arrow finally pierced the egg. The tip and part of the shaft both went in. 

The Rolling Dragon King was exhilarated. He grabbed the arrow and tried to pull it back out. 

But in the next second, the Rolling Dragon King became horrified. He wasn’t able to pull the arrow out of 

the egg. Instead, his entire body was trembling as if he was being electrified. 

Black light was being pulled rapidly from his body, along the arrow, and down into the egg. 

“Rolling Dragon King, did you really think I didn’t know you were the real master of Rolling Dragon 

Lake?” The Destroyer Wolf that was presumed to be dead gradually crawled up from the ground, which 

was inconceivable. 

The holes in its chest and head were healing so fast that the wounds were visibly shrinking. It glared at 

Rolling Dragon King with its wolf eyes, and it had a bizarre smile on its face. 

“You…” The Rolling Dragon King was terrified as he realized that he had been tricked by the Destroyer 

Wolf. 

However, it was too late for him to regret now. His body was being pulled inescapably toward the 

Sacred egg. His power kept flooding into the egg, making him weaker and weaker. 

The black dragon roared. It ditched Han Sen and rushed toward the Rolling Dragon King. It stabbed the 

Sacred egg with the trident on its tail, trying to separate the Sacred egg from the Rolling Dragon King. 

 

 

Chapter 1580: Fight Destroyer Wolf 

 

 

“You’re being suicidal!” The Destroyer Wolf sneered, watching from the side. It wasn’t trying to stop the 

black dragon at all. 



The black dragon’s trident slammed into the Sacred egg, but it immediately became stuck to the egg, 

and the egg began absorbing its power. It ended up just like the Rolling Dragon King. 

The two terrifying super creatures, which were possibly berserk super creatures, seemed utterly 

incapable of escaping from the Sacred egg. Both the Rolling Dragon King and the black dragon were 

shocked to their very core. 

Han Sen was petrified. He had seen lots of descendants of two super beings before, and Xu Mi was a 

child of two emperors. However, he had never seen a descendant like this. It wasn’t even born yet, but it 

was already able to wreck two super beings. Rolling Dragon King and the black dragon were being 

sucked dry, and it was a stunning thing to witness. 

 

The Rolling Dragon King seemed to have aged a thousand years, and the scales on his snake tail were 

yellowing. His upper body looked old, and he wasn’t as forceful as he had been before. He looked like an 

old man who was so skinny that his bones were visible. 

As for the black dragon, it wasn’t doing any better. Its body was quickly aging as the essence inside its 

body was sucked out. 

The Destroyer Wolf looked at the withering Rolling Dragon King and said, “Everyone else thinks that the 

black dragon is the master of Rolling Dragon Lake, but I am exceptional. Do you really think you can trick 

me? Do you really think I came to Rolling Dragon Lake because I couldn’t break the Sacred egg? How 

naïve are you?” 

As it spoke, the Destroyer Wolf squinted its eyes and a trace of light gleamed. “I came here because of 

the power of death in the black pond. Without that power of death, there’s no way that the Sacred egg 

could have incubated this soon.” 

 

“It’s a descendant of Sacred shelter. What does it have to do with the power of death?” Rolling Dragon 

King asked through clenched teeth. 

 

Destroyer Wolf sneered. “Are you an idiot? Don’t you know that its mother is the Destroyer Empress? 

Her power is the power of death. The power that Sacred egg inherited isn’t just the power of Sacred’s 

master, but also the Destroyer Empress’s power of destruction. The power of Rolling Dragon Lake is the 

best way to nourish it.” 

“What good will it do you? Let us go, and we’ll give you whatever you want,” said the Rolling Dragon 

King. 

The Sacred egg had almost sucked him dry. There was only a layer of skin covering his bone, and he 

looked more horrendous than a skull. 

“Idiot. What do you think you can offer me? Even if you both gave me your self geno cores, they can’t 

even begin to compare with this Sacred egg.” Destroyer Wolf’s eyes were gleaming. “The descendant of 

Sacred’s master and the Destroyer Empress will have both the advantages of their genes. Since it was 



incubated, it has been nurtured by the godly fluids of Sacred’s master, and with your power of death, 

the creature about to be born will be more perfect than any other berserk super creature. Once it’s 

born, I’ll merge its genes with mine, then I’ll become the most powerful creature in the Fourth God’s 

Sanctuary.” 

“Don’t count on it. Even me and black dragon are not its match. How do you think you’ll manage to 

merge with it?” The bones of Rolling Dragon Emperor were starting to degrade. He fell on the ground 

beside the black dragon. 

“I have my ways, and you don’t need to worry about it. Just wait for your death.” After the Destroyer 

Wolf finished, it stopped giving a d*mn about the Rolling Dragon King and the black dragon. 

“As for you, I really don’t want to waste my time to kill you, but it’ll take me a while to merge with the 

egg. If Sacred shelter and Outer Sky learn about it, it’ll be a pain in the *ss. You should just die,” said 

Destroyer Wolf as it stepped forward, its body entering a space fault. 

 

A crack showed up beside Han Sen, and a wolf head extended out, surging toward Han Sen’s neck with 

its white teeth. Han Sen used the golden engraving shield on his shoulder to ward it off and defend 

himself against the bite of the Destroyer Wolf. 

Scraaaape! 

The teeth of Destroyer Wolf and the shield ground against each other, and it made an annoying sound. 

The teeth of the Destroyer Wolf tore a part of the golden engraving shield off, and the golden 

engravings on the shield were dimming. It didn’t have the power to reflect the attack. 

Han Sen was terrified. He had never seen a force that the golden engraving shield couldn’t defend 

against. 

The Destroyer Wolf fell toward Han Sen. It looked at Han Sen coldly. “My power is to swallow space, and 

I already control this space entirely. Where do you think your shield’s reflecting power comes from? 

Your shield is nothing against me.” 

Destroyer Wolf’s body was dimming as it traveled through the space fault. Every time, it left red slashes 

across Han Sen’s body. 

Han Sen couldn’t catch up with the rapidly vanishing and reappearing wolf, and his body couldn’t defend 

against the wolf’s spatial powers. The wounds looked bizarre, like pieces of Han Sen’s flesh were simply 

vanishing. 

Fortunately, the golden engraving shield warded off a large part of the attacks. Otherwise, Han Sen 

would have been eaten alive. 

Han Sen was frowning. The space swallowing power of the Destroyer Wolf was indeed terrifying, and 

Han Sen couldn’t handle its attacks. He couldn’t see how its body was moving between the faults, nor 

could he guess how to power worked. He couldn’t wield any of his advantages, and he was completely 

suppressed by Destroyer Wolf. 



Han Sen clenched his teeth, and gleaming holy light rushed out of his body. His hair immediately grew 

longer, and shining light flowed from his eyes. He went into the super king spirit mode. 

The super king spirit was different from Han Sen’s usual power. A human’s body didn’t grow stronger 

when their self geno core leveled up, but creatures and spirits were more closely connected with their 

cores. 

The super king spirit mode made Han Sen like a creature or spirit: his body became more powerful as his 

geno cores improved. As of yet, the Coin geno core hadn’t been upgraded, so the power given by the 

super king spirit mode wasn’t very strong. 

However, Han Sen didn’t enter super king spirit mode to improve his power. 

After he entered the super spirit mode, Han Sen rushed toward the Sacred egg. He slapped toward the 

Sacred egg with his palm in an attempt to knock the Sacred egg away from the Rolling Dragon King and 

the black dragon. 

He didn’t want to save them. Destroyer Wolf wanted the Sacred egg to absorb power, but without a 

connection to the Rolling Dragon King and the black dragon, the Sacred egg wouldn’t be incubated. 

That was why Han Sen saved Rolling Dragon King and the black dragon. No matter what they were going 

to do, the Destroyer Wolf would have to deal with them first, so this was Han Sen’s chance. 

Destroyer Wolf saw Han Sen slapping toward the Sacred egg, and it sneered. “You want to touch the 

Sacred egg? You’re being suicidal.” 

However, the Destroyer Wolf didn’t stop attacking. On the contrary, it appeared behind Han Sen and 

snatched Han Sen’s neck with its space swallowing power. 

 

 

 


